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The Effect of Antinotches on Domain Wall
Mobility in Single Crystal Ferroelectric
Nanowires
R. G. P. McQuaid, L.-W. Chang, and J. M. Gregg*

Centre for Nanostructured Media, School of Maths and Physics, Queen’s University Belfast, Belfast, BT7 1NN, U.K.

ABSTRACT Changes in domain wall mobility, caused by the presence of antinotches in single crystal BaTiO3 nanowires, have been
investigated. While antinotches appeared to cause a slight broadening in the distribution of switching events, observed as a function
of applied electric field (inferred from capacitance-voltage measurements), the effect was often subtle. Greater clarity of information
was obtained from Rayleigh analysis of the capacitance variation with ac field amplitude. Here the magnitude of the domain wall
mobility parameter (R) associated with irreversible wall movements was found to be reduced by the presence of antinotchessan
effect which became more noticeable on heating toward the Curie temperature. The reduction in this domain wall mobility was
contrasted with the noticeable enhancement found previously in ferroelectric wires with notches. Finite element modeling of the
electric field, developed in the nanowires during switching, revealed regions of increased and decreased local field at the center of
the notch and antinotch structures, respectively; the absolute magnitude of field enhancement in the notch centers was considerably
greater than the field reduction in the center of the antinotches and this was commensurate with the manner in, and degree to,
which domain wall mobility appeared to be affected. We therefore conclude that the main mechanism by which morphology alters
the irreversible component of the domain wall mobility in ferroelectric wire structures is via the manner in which morphological
variations alter the spatial distribution of the electric field.
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In the last 10 years there has been a surge of activity to
develop complete control over the manner in which
magnetic domain walls move through nanostructured

materials. This new science has been seen as critical for
creating revolutionary new computational technologies, such
as the “race-track” memory suggested by Parkin and co-
workers.1 While no commercially available devices have yet
been developed, a variety of sophisticated ways in which
domain wall propagation can be started or stopped has been
demonstrated: both conventional externally applied magnetic
field and the more unusual current-mediated momentum
transfer, associated with electron spin flipping across domain
walls, have been used to drive domain wall motion;1-7 equally,
perturbations in surface morphology1,8 and highly localized
flux-coupling techniques9,10 have been used to stop domain
walls and fix their positions.

In the midst of this ferromagnetic research activity, the
science associated with domain wall propagation and con-
trol, within nanostructures of the analogous ferroelectric
ferroic subgroup, has been almost completely overlooked.
Basic research on the functional characteristics of ferroelec-
tric nanowires is at a relatively embryonic stage,11-18 and
only one study has been done to date to investigate the
effects of surface notches on switching.19 While ferroelectric
race tracks are not proposed to be of any immediate

technological interest, basic mapping of the manner in which
domain walls migrate in small scale ferroelectric objects is
nevertheless highly important for applications, as switching
of smaller and more morphologically complex capacitors will
be needed in future ferroelectric random access memory
(FeRAM) chips,20 if road maps are adhered to.

In this Letter, we present electrical data in which the
characteristics of ferroelectric nanowires with surface anti-
notch perturbations are compared to those of simple wire
morphology. By examining ferroelectric switching, and by
using Rayleigh analysis of low field capacitance behavior, we
conclude that antinotches inhibit the propagation of domain
walls. We suspect that this reduced domain wall mobility
does not occur because of any direct pinning interaction but
is rather a result of the manner in which the antinotch alters
the magnitude of the electric field experienced locally by the
domain walls as they sweep along the length of the wire.

The single crystal wire structures used in this study were
machined from commercially obtained bulk BaTiO3, using
a single beam FEI200TEM focused ion beam microscope
(FIB). Initially, FIB-milled lamellae (∼300 nm in thickness,
and ∼6 × 10 µm2) were transferred from the host bulk
crystal from which they had been cut onto functionally
passive MgO single crystal carriers and then incorporated
into capacitor structures using coplanar Pt electrodes, as
reported in previous investigations.19,21,22 Additional FIB
patterning of the BaTiO3, within the interelectrode gap,
allowed a pair of wires ∼2 µm in length and ∼900 nm in
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width, with triangular protrusions (antinotches) close to their
midpoint, to be defined. These structures are shown sche-
matically in Figure 1a and in the plan-view secondary
electron image shown in Figure 1b. Annealing in air at
elevated temperatures (700 °C) enabled damaged amor-
phous surface regions, associated with the FIB processing,
to be fully recrystallized and gallium to be simultaneously
flushed out of the nanostructured specimen.21-23 Electrical
measurements were then performed to allow the switching
characteristics, as well as the domain wall mobility, to be
mapped. Further FIB patterning was used to remove the
antinotch protrusions, yielding simple wire structures (the
plan-view secondary electron image is shown in Figure 1c);
after an additional thermal anneal, further electrical testing
was performed to allow comparisons between domain wall
dynamics in plain wire structures and those with antinotches
to be made. Importantly, reports by Chang et al.21,22 of FIB
milled single crystal BaTiO3 lamellae displaying an es-
sentially bulklike electrical response indicates that the elec-
trical characteristics of the bulk single crystal are fully
recovered by the thermal anneal stage. Meaningful com-
parisons between the electrical responses of antinotched and
plain wires, fabricated via this processing route, are therefore
possible with differences attributable to the change in
morphology.

CV (capacitance as a function of applied dc voltage)
switching measurements for wires, both with and without
antinotches, are shown in Figure 2a. In cases where obvious
differences were evident, antinotches were always associ-
ated with more diffuse switching profiles than those seen in
plain wires, indicating reduced switchability. In addition,
integrated CV data were used to reconstruct the manner in
which overall polarization developed during a switching
cycle, as a function of the change in bias applied during the
switching process (Figure 2b). Due to the sensitivity of the
reconstruction to the bias value at which backswitching is

taken to begin, we compared the manner in which switching
proceeded after 10% of the polarization had been reversed.
As can be seen from Figure 2b, the difference in the
switching profile is subtle, but it is nonetheless clear that the
antinotch lags the wire in total switched polarization fraction
across the bias range. Often, however, the degree to which
antinotches broadened the CV switching characteristics was
even more subtle. In such cases, we employed Rayleigh
analysis of the capacitance as a function of ac field ampli-
tude, in order to specifically probe the domain wall mobilities
within the nanowire structures: while measured CV data
incorporates contributions from both intrinsic lattice polar-
izability and domain switching, Rayleigh analysis permits the
irreversible contribution from domain wall motion to be
analyzed explicitly. Although originally formulated for fer-
romagnetic materials,24 Rayleigh’s law can be analogously
expressed for ferroelectrics and used to probe the role of
domain wall contributions to both the dielectric25 and
extrinsic piezoelectric responses.26 In the Rayleigh descrip-
tion of the dielectric response, the permittivity ε can be
described by a linear relation in field amplitude E0

25 under
the influence of a weak (subcoercive) ac exciting field (E )
E0 sin ωt)

where εi represents the intrinsic lattice polarizability and
reversible domain wall motion contributions (domain wall
motion for which, if the field were suddenly removed, the
domain walls would return to their original positionssthose
prior to the application of the ac field) while RE0 represents

FIGURE 1. (a) Schematic representation of the capacitor test struc-
ture used to investigate how antinotches alter axial switching
behavior of ferroelectric nanowires. Plan view secondary electron
images of a BaTiO3 lamella mounted on MgO with coplanar elec-
trodes are also included, wherein (b) antinotched wires have been
machined in the interelectrode gap and (c) the antinotches have
been milled away leaving a simple wire morphology.

FIGURE 2. Capacitance as a function of dc bias (CV) applied axially
along single crystal BaTiO3 nanowires both with an antinotch at their
midpoint and after the antinotch has been removed, leaving a plain
wire structure. In both cases, only the change in capacitance across
the switching cycle is shown; hence zero capacitance values have
been arbitrarily assigned to the fully switched states. The CV
response for antinotched wires clearly shows a more diffuse switch-
ing profile, with respect to applied bias, than for wires. (b) The CV
data were used to numerically reconstruct the manner in which the
polarization developed during a full switching cycle. Only a single
branch of the reconstructed loop is shown, in each case, for clarity.
The normalized polarization-development-profile maps voltage
switching between the two oppositely poled final states. Polarization
development is compared for profiles after 10% backswitching had
already occurred, as the determination of the exact point at which
the initiation of backswitching occurs from CV profiles was some-
what subjective.

ε ) εi + αE0 (1)
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irreversible switching contributions (domain wall motion
such that, if the field were suddenly removed, the walls
would be displaced from their initial positions). Re-express-
ing eq 1 in terms of capacitance27

where Ci is the zero-field capacitance and V0 the amplitude
of the applied ac voltage. For a review of the role of domain
wall contributions to the dielectric and extrinsic piezoelectric
responses of ferroelectric thin films via Rayleigh based
analyses, the reader is directed to ref 28. Additionally,
Kalinin and co-workers29,30 have correlated measured Ray-
leigh type behavior in global dielectric data with local domain
wall mobility maps obtained via PFM based techniques in
polycrystalline ferroelectrics, permitting insights into the
microscopic origin, and conditions for observation, of Ray-
leigh type behavior.

In a first attempt to provide a physical explanation for
Rayleigh’s law, Néel25,31 recovered the form of eqs 1 and 2
by assuming the motion of a domain wall through a medium
with a random defect distribution under weak field condi-
tions, where the density and structure of domain walls
remains unchanged.32 The salient features of this description
may be appreciated by considering the propagation of a
domain wall through a rudimentary “sawtooth” potential
landscape illustrated in Figure 3. Reversible polarization
contributions arise when the field amplitude is insufficient
for domain walls to escape their local potential minima.
Instead, positional oscillations about the well minima occur.

The polarization developed by a domain wall, during these
oscillations, is proportional to its instantaneous positional
displacement from the well minimum (dx). In the sawtooth
picture the constant gradient of the potential as a function
of position (dV/dx) is therefore commensurate with the
assumed invariance of the reversible domain wall contribu-
tion to Ci (since the C-1 ∝ dV/dP ∝ dV/dx ) constant).
Significant changes in the capacitance contributed by do-
main wall motion only therefore occur when the applied ac
field is sufficient to allow escape from the local pinning
potential minima. The increase in the capacitance with ac
field amplitude therefore correlates with the irreversible
domain wall motion associated with depinning and pinning
during propagation. The R parameter in the Rayleigh ex-
pressions (eqs 1 and 2) is therefore a measure of mobility
for irreversible domain wall motion in the presence of an
applied field.

The linear regions of capacitance vs ac field amplitude
for antinotched and plain wires are presented in parts a and
b of Figure 4, respectively, for different temperatures. Data
are omitted for field amplitudes below 50 mV (due to poor
signal-to-noise) as is data beyond the voltage at which
behavior becomes distinctly nonlinear. The values of the
extracted irreversible components of the domain wall mobil-
ity parameters (R) are given as a function of temperature in
Figure 4c. It is evident that the presence of antinotches

FIGURE 3. (a) A rudimentary 1D sawtooth potential profile used to
envision the manner in which domain walls move through a defect-
containing medium under the influence of an applied ac field. The
oscillatory motions of the domain walls, within the potential
landscape, are shown for the cases of reversible and irreversible
displacements by red arrows. In an irreversible displacement, the
domain wall can overcome its confining potential and comes to rest
in a different well after field removal (indicated by the blue arrow).
In a reversible displacement, the field magnitude is insufficient for
the domain wall to escape and instead just oscillates within the well
with a net zero displacement after field removal. (b) A graphical
illustration of how this behavior would be manifested in a fictitious
ferroelectric wire for two arbitrarily shaped domain walls. The dotted
domain wall profiles indicate the extent of their oscillatory motion
under the influence of the applied ac field.

C ) Ci + αV0 (2)

FIGURE 4. Capacitance vs ac field amplitude plots at different
temperatures displayed for (a) antinotched wires and (b) straight
wires in the subcoercive “Rayleigh” voltage region where data
adheres to a linear trend. Best fit lines are also presented. (c) The
magnitude of the gradient, r (given in units of coulombs per square
volt), from each of these data sets is plotted as a function of
temperature in (c) and is representative of the domain wall mobility
for irreversible wall displacements in each wire geometry. Anti-
notches, having a smaller r, clearly reduce this domain wall
mobility. This effect becomes more apparent at elevated tempera-
tures. The uncertainties included in (c) are the standard errors from
the linear regression best fit lines plotted in (a) and (b).
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reduces the domain wall mobility and that this becomes
more pronounced with increased temperature. The increas-
ing R with temperature observed for both antinotched and
plain wires is in accord with domain wall motion being a
thermally activated process;33 furthermore, this behavior is
consistent with previous measurements of domain wall
mobility as a function of temperature in thin films which
report an increased mobility as phase transition tempera-
tures are approached.28,34

Both the increased difficulty in switching antinotched
ferroelectric wires (seen in CV measurements) and the
overall reduced irreversible component of domain wall
mobility along the wire length (seen from Rayleigh analysis)
seem consistent with previous observations in magnetic
nanostructures, where notches and antinotches both act as
pinning centers (albeit with differing effectiveness depend-
ing on domain wall type and chirality35,36). Importantly, the
observations also demonstrate that the increased surface
area associated with features such as antinotches do not
enhance switching, even though they potentially offer more
boundary sites for the nucleation of reverse domains.

In previous work we observed that notched wires be-
haved entirely differently, enhancing ferroelectric switch-
ability.19 This difference in behavior prompted a closer look
at the precise nature of the interactions between surface
perturbations and domain walls in ferroelectrics. Figure 5
summarizes the differences in the switching characteristics
of plain wires, wires with antinotches, and those with
notches. Two points should be made: first, as noted above,
the notches enhance switchability whereas antinotches
diminish it; second, the differences between the switching
characteristics of antinotch and plain wire samples is sig-
nificantly more subtle than that observed between notched
and plain wires.

Finite element field modeling (using Quickfield Professional)
of the local field distribution along the length of the nanowires
during switching (when a bias voltage is applied along the
length) may give the explanation for this unusual set of obser-
vations. Figure 6a shows the local field developed, for the same
overall applied bias, along the length of plain wires, wires with
notches, and wires with antinotches, along with the corre-
sponding plan-view maps of the local field from which longi-
tudinal sections were derived (Figure 6b,c). According to these
models, the local field amplitude is reduced through the center
of the antinotch and increased through the center of the notch.
Crucially, in addition, the absolute magnitude of the local field
variation associated with the morphological perturbations was
found to be considerably less for the antinotch than for the
notched wires. Both of these modeled features are consistent
with the domain wall dynamics and switchability measure-
ments made experimentally and the calculated difference
functions shown in figure 5.

The argument that local field modulation is primarily
responsible for the observed variations in the irreversible
component of domain wall mobility with surface morphol-
ogy is 3-fold: first, that when compared to a simple wire, the
field focusing of the notch leads to a narrowing of the voltage
switching distribution; in contrast antinotch behavior, ex-
hibiting a broader voltage switching distribution than that
found in plain wires, can be explained by local dilution of

FIGURE 5. Using measured capacitance-voltage (CV) data for anti-
notches, plain wires, and, from previous work, notches allows the
cumulative polarization developed as a function of bias voltage to
be determined in each structure. Subtracting these profiles from that
associated with a plain wire gives rise to the difference plots shown.
These illustrate how switching is affected by the alteration in wire
morphology. It is clear that notches and antinotches alter the
switching profile of a simple wire in opposite senses and that the
degree to which switching is enhanced by the presence of a notch
is much greater in magnitude than the degree to which antinotches
reduce switchability (seen by comparing peak magnitudes).

FIGURE 6. Finite element modeled variation in local electric field, when an axial bias is applied to the wires, is plotted as a function of the
position along the wire axis for straight wires, notched wires, and antinotched wires. Strong field enhancement is observed through the
center of a notched wire (compared to a straight wire) whereas a relatively weaker reduction in field is observed through the center of an
antinotched wire. Modeled 2D maps of local field values are illustrated for notched and antinotched wires in (b) and (c), respectively. The axis
along which the variation in field intensity in (a) is evaluated is indicated by the dashed line.
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the applied field; second, that the difference in voltage width
of the CV switching distribution is greater for the notch/wire
case than for the antinotch/wire case, commensurate with
the absolute magnitudes of field variations modeled; third,
that Rayleigh analysis, which permits direct insight as to how
domain wall mobility is affected by the presence of the
antinotch, indicates that antinotches inhibit irreversible
domain wall displacements across all measured tempera-
tures. Unlike in magnetics, where direct interaction between
domain walls and engineered pinning sites is seen to occur,
the current investigation strongly points to an indirect
interaction in ferroelectric analogues. In the case of ferro-
electrics, it appears that variations in morphology influence
domain wall mobility by altering the spatial distribution of
the local field during switching.

In summary, an investigation as to how antinotches affect
the dynamic behavior of domain walls in patterned single
crystal ferroelectric nanowires has been carried out. Both CV
characterization and Rayleigh analysis indicated that anti-
notches reduce the irreversible component of domain wall
mobility. In conjunction with previous work on notches,
which were seen to enhance ferroelectric switching, and by
using finite element modeling, we conclude that surface
morphological perturbations affect domain wall mobility
primarily by altering the local distribution of applied electric
fields. That domain wall motion may be enhanced or
inhibited by creating local hot or cold spots in field suggests
that sample morphology could be designed to produce “field-
engineered” patternssa new concept for controlling domain
dynamics in complex ferroelectric nanostructures.
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